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Presenter
Presentation Notes
�Hi I am Lisa, really nice to be here this afternoon, thanks for inviting me�I have recently completed my practice-as-research PhD in performance and technology at the University of Bristol. �My PhD research was an investigation into the somatic, sensory body using multi-person VR technology, and - through workshopping practices and collaborations with scientists technologists and dancers - lead to immersive, participatory performance works Figuring in 2018 which was a prototype for final work Soma in 2020���



Dance somatic and improvisation 
practices re-tune the senses and 

perception as synaesthetic
Image taken in a Gather Up class, Bristol 2019

“This silent or wordless dance always already going on – this improvised 
duet between my animal body and the fluid, breathing landscape that it 
inhabits” (David Abram, The Spell of the Sensuous., 1996: 53)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Synaesthetic practices�I have a background and training in dance, I did my undergraduate training at Laban (when it was on Laurie Grove just over the way) and since then I have practised and taken further training in contemporary dance techniques, dance improvisation and somatic practices. �I have worked as a performer and choreographer for various companies and have directed, choreographed, and produced my own work - ranging from dance-films to site specific work to immersive and participatory performance experiences and which has led to the development of my Bristol based company May Productions in 2019.�I am also a resident at the Pervasive Media Studio in Bristol and a QuestLab Network Artist for Studio Wayne McGregor in London.�My dance practice has very much informed the way in which I have been investigating and making performance with technology



The perception 
gap between 

seeing and 
feeling

Image by Paul Blakemore of the Figuring process, 2018, University of Bristol
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Presentation Notes
I was first introduced to VR technology in the early days of my PhD studies 2017�As soon as I entered into the VE, I found there was an immediate tension between my feeling, sensing moving body which was connected to the physical environment – a felt sensing that I have tuned into through my dance practice - and the pull or the visual grip of the technology on my senses. This sensation, something I have come to call the perception gap between seeing and feeling, very much formed the basis of my PhD research, and underpins the participatory performance work that I have created with VR.�over the last 4 years, i have been investigating, unpacking, and playing in this ‘gap’ between seeing and feeling exploring as a space of possibility …�through designing workshops to find out how others experience VR and the perception gap – both from a dance and non-dance perspective - with other dancers and somatic practitioners and with public participants �through explorations within my own practice�and through collaborating with many technicians, scientists and dancers to develop the performances notesThe VR headset acts as a kind of blindfold, closing out the visual information of the physical body and environment but rather being in the darkness of having the eyes closed or a blindfold there is a visual stream of information - a replacement environment (and perhaps body) The physical body and environment have not gone away they are just backgrounded in the experienceThere are moments which then bring about what I would call a perception gap between seeing and feelingFor instancestouching or feeling something, which is physically present, but which cannot be seen in the VEreaching out to touch something that can be seen in the VE but which isn’t physically thereFor me there was the sense of a continual perception gap, due to my dance-somatic training and sensibilities i.e. being tuned into a felt sensing toward a body and environment that was not visually present, and rather than being in a darkness with the senses aligned without vision – there becomes a heightened discrepancy due to the presence of a visual virtual world Academic - Mel Slater - has undertaken extensive research into presence, immersion and embodiment in VRHe says that the illusion of presence, of ‘being there’ in the virtual environment is led by our senses, our sensory organs take in data about external reality which leads to perception, cognition and eventually to behaviour Vision is dominant in the human sensory systemAnd VR is reliant on this visual dominancethe felt sensing to the physical body and environment is backgrounded and lost in the perceptual field and the reliance on visual information is increased �the brain believes to be in the VE, the sensory system fills in the gaps and this can even lead to felt/tactile sensations based on what is seen - called pseudo haptics - the sense that you are touching or feeling something that is purely virtual and does not physically exist – with no haptic deviceswhen the perception gap is revealed this sense of presence of being there in the VE is temporarily lost and many/most artists and technologist work to strive to find ways to conceal this discrepancy between seen and felt Sometimes using other sensory input to help – for example sound and the development of haptic technologies are used successfully to support the visual stream of information to increase immersion in that environment and therefore the sense of ‘being there’ of presence in the VE, and to further backgrounding the physical environmentrather than align all the senses under vision – as the dominant force in the sensory systemI am interested in the role of this felt sensing that I have been tuning into through my practice – in relation to technology, specifically VRExploring, opening, playing in - the perception gap, the tension in the experience of being in two places at onceThis is not say that the immersion into VR immersive does not have its uses – there are instances that VR has been used successfully for pain relief, for curing phobias etc. and these require the loss to some degree of the physical body or reality/ environment and the requirement for immersion in a virtual world��
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Soma: participatory performance combining 
movement, the senses & multi-person VR technology
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Presentation Notes
Soma is a 3-part journey designed based on the perceptual gap between seeing and feeling�It is an hour-long participatory experience in which 4 participants are guided by 4 dancers across 3 phases of sensory activity which map with pre VR, with and within VR and on exiting the VR headset�The sensory journey offers participants the opportunity to explore different modes of ‘seeing’ and ‘feeling’ across physical, virtual and imagined realitiesParticipatory movement and virtual reality experience - Soma is an hour-long participatory experience that takes participants on a sensory journey and offers them the opportunity to explore different ways of ‘seeing’ and ‘feeling’ across physical, virtual and imagined realities.4 participants are led on a journey, guided by 4 dancersSoma is a 3-part journey designed based on the perceptual gap between seeing and feelingThe first part of the journey is about temporarily tuning into and priming the sensory system using dance-somatic practices prior to entering into the VE – in particular taking away visual information in the lead up to putting the VR headset on (something which I had tried out in previous workshops and which had brought up interesting insights)The second part - within the VE itself invites the movement of sensory attention between physical and virtual domains - bodies and environments through physical and verbal dialogues between the dancers and participantsLastly - I created an environment into which participants enter after they take the VR headsets off so as to continue the experience – and any perceptual shifts that have taken place beyond the use of the technology  - this what I call the residue environment Based on something that had come up in the earlier workshops – the sense of the influence of and the effects of the VE extending beyond the technology, so after the headset has been taken off the sense of the presence of the virtual environment I was interested in creating this post-VR environment as part of the performance experience 



Image by Leticia Valverdes, Soma at Bristol Old Vic 2019
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Phase 1 of the journey – building felt, physical, relations between bodies through string-play 
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Phase 2 of the journey – attention movement between physical and virtual environments 
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Phase 3 – the after-space of VR



The Virtual Environment: Clarice Hilton

Environment Strings Bodies
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Presentation Notes
I am going to invite Clarice Hilton, creative technologist – currently working on a wide range of projects at Goldsmiths Uni and with Anagram  to talk for a little bit about how she developed the Soma environment – 3 aspectsOne image per section – from the project



Soma environment



Soma strings



Soma bodies



”Perception of change, of levels and dynamics, 
also the worries. Its time for the upside-down” 
In-Body Participant (2021)

“It’s good to stop for a 
moment and orientate 
ourselves to our 
environment” 
In-Body Participant (2021)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With further funding taking me and the Soma team into 2022 - as well as developing the work to be tour-ready, we have been remodelling Soma as a year-long home-based experience called In-Body�A 12-month programme of sensory invitations for people to do in their own home spaces and local environments �



Soma for VIPs
When stepping into the VR 
environment, I was struck by the 
visual clarity of the space, I noticed a 
felt and heightened sense of being 
within a three-dimensional world, 
and I had a strong felt sense of this 
within my own body. I felt a sense of 
relief to let go of having to navigate 
the visual noise of the real world and 
also of knowing that obstacles in the 
virtual world were without physical 
form so that I did not have to 
concern myself with navigating 
them… Holly Thomas (Figuring, 
2018)
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We are also developing the sonification of the Soma VE - the way in which the virtual entities within the environment sound�Picking up on PhD research outputs, I have been working with visually impaired collaborators and participants to explore the possibility of VR environments accessed predominately through sound and how this might stimulate a visual imagination �[Talk about 3-way conversation – me (in the physical space), Holly (AD) and Harsha (controllers]Notes on Holly’s story I am visually  impaired.   My eye condition is called scleracornea in which the cornea the clear window of the eye blends with the sclera, the opaque white of the eye.And in my case the window of both eyes are opaque and blurry. I have very little depth perception and reduced visual definition so for example corners and edges lack definition.  So when navigating the 'real world', it appears flat, soft and muted. Always seen like this very comfortable with this.When  I  perceive the world primarily through sight I have a physical sense of 'looking at’  rather than being within the environment; something akin looking at a painting very 2 D  My felt sense of  relationship to space  has always come much more from my other senses, hearing, touch and proprioception.  Holly:  Before going into VR I assumed that i would be able to see very little, certainly less than my peers as I imagined it would be designed to work with fully sighted participants with fairly good deity perception and visual acuity. So i was quite blown away when i stepped into the virtual environment and i found that I could perceive the three dimensions of the space.   I experienced a sense of depth and spatial awareness and a felt sense of  connection  through my sight within the virtual environment.  Something as I  mentioned  earlier that I don’t  usually experience in the real world.  A felt sense of the spatial environment through my vision.  Lisa: we received some funding from the Brigstow Institute in 2019 and Holly and I have worked with Prof. Ute Leonards UoB and another VIP - much of this exploration took place through the Soma development process, and working with Holly really helped to inform the development of the work�Holly: Through the Brigstow research I went on to try out different VR environments - at the University of Bristol and at Limina Immersive’s VR Theatre - and then engage in the Soma development process  We learned that the environment worked best when it was that not too busy, too much visual noise was tricky 2D looking at a painting scenario returned.   In a paired down environment the dimensions of structures such as tubes, cubes and spheres were easy to see  and their  placement within a given space was perceptible. It was as though I could actually 'see' the depth and dimension of these objects, as I would if I were holding them. So for example, seeing the sphere became like holding the sphere, it had a 'felt depth' without having to actually touch it.  almost like a short cut or synesthetic awareness. What i discovered was that  being able to see a sphere travelling toward  me and to be able to  visually judge its  velocity and with in the same moment came an instant physical response within my body. Edges and corners suddenly became far more defined and interesting  Having spent time in VR we then spent time moving  in the studio to explore how my sense of Soma in the virtual environment might translate back into the real world - we worked with throwing and catching a ball, with moving in and out of contact with each other, with proximity and with visual and physical reach.   Lisa:  adds her observations in the studio. �notes from conversation we did for City of Threads podcast to discuss in this if needed:Lisa could you reflect upon this and your experience of dancing with a Holly? What did you notice or discover in dancing with someone with A visual impairment? -shared perception, richer-care for other, response-ability, care as not a power structure �What were the learnings from your studio research with Holly? -use of eyes-roles of guiding and being guided, light touch so much information and guided is the leader�What does dancing with someone with unique sensory perception bring in terms of new possibilities in dance making? -development of language-practice changes -performances with no visual dominance Lisa: If you are interested in this piece of work - the mini-documentary is available on my vimeo page and I think on the PDSW page also Extra notes“When stepping into the VR environment, I am  struck by the visual clarity of the space, I notice a felt and heightened sense of being within a three dimensional world,  I have  a strong felt sense of this within my own body.  I feel a sense of relief to let go of having to navigate the visual noise of the real world and a sense of play and investigation in an environment where I know that objects are without physical form so that I did not have to concern myself with navigating them”Holly is visually impaired. She explains that, “...when navigating the 'real world', my vision presents a 'flatter', blurred or muted representation of the environment than my sighted peers. I feel a great physical sense of 'looking into' rather than being within the environment; a bit like looking at a painting.” Holly experienced Figuring in 2018When participating in the Figuring prototype performance, Holly experienced a sense of depth and spatial awareness and connection in the virtual environment that she doesn’t usually have in the real world. �Holly’s initial response to Figuring: “What’s interesting for me is how three dimensional those chemical structures seemed. Because I don’t have any depth perception with my eye condition but it felt like there was loads of visual depth in it in a way that I don’t usually see. So I could wrap it around me and I could really feel like it was getting closer. I loved that...it gave me a real idea of dimension of the space.” Holly’s reflections on Figuring: “When stepping into the VR environment, I was struck by the visual clarity of the space, I noticed a felt and heightened sense of being within a three dimensional world, and I had a strong felt sense of this within my own body.  I felt a sense of relief to let go of having to navigate the visual noise of the real world and also of knowing that obstacles in the virtual world were without physical form so that I did not have to concern myself with navigating them…...I had a much greater sense of depth and movement. So for example, structures such as tubes, spheres and molecular structures came alive visually with regard to their placement in space. It was as though I could actually 'see' the depth and dimension of an object, as I would if I were holding it. This seemed to cause a physical response or embodied sense of the object within my body, almost like a short cut or synesthetic awareness. So for example, seeing the sphere became like holding the sphere, it had a 'felt depth' without having to actually touch it. That for me is a completely new experience and an experience of awakening something in the body...It was as though the visual sense became a felt sense.”��



Grow You Own Avatar & My Octopus Body (2022)
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Lastly, and  most relevant for this conversation – is our plan to work with a group of 8 young people to develop and prototype avatars for embodied interaction in a new VE�The project is called ‘grow your own avatar’ and explores avatar design and embodiment with young people – in partnership with charity (led by and aimed at young people) OTR – the planning for this project will start this month with workshops at BVRL next month ��I would be happy to talk more about this project during our conversation  More on the project the project seeks to explore how young people engage in embodied ways with technologyhow they think about and experience their bodies in shared virtual environmentsThe project is centred around exploring ways to shift or to subvert the visual bias in thinking and experiencing virtual bodiesperceptual biases and social behaviours which are based on the ‘image’ of the bodyand to explore the body from a different sensory starting point, away from the visual – to discover how then the visual might ‘show up’ differently, and explore what might be communicated in the visual domain and what might remain unseenwe will use dance-somatic practices to support this process I am interested to find out what the young people I will be working with sense and create in terms of designing their multi-sensory avatars�With OTR we are working with a group of 8 young people drawn (by OTR) from x3 groups aged between 16-24LGBTQ group of young people Young people with issues around body imageAges 16-24Explore body differences, rather than common traits… challenging notions of ‘normal’ bodies�lead into creating social/participatory performance - my octopus body An octopus wears its intentions or emotions on the outside of its skin, as a warning or an enticement. It also becomes transparent or camouflaged to its environment, unseen to avoid attackThis fluid nature of the visuality of the octopus, and the inherent connection between intention or emotion and visuality is something I am interested in exploring as a bodily code for interaction  and for consent in shared VE notesusing sound as a key interactive feature would support an alternative mode for experiencing the performance and installation without a VR headset / without sight. Potentially to take place as a live public installation with participants as co-present across physical and virtual environments. �Social VR platform creators struggle with informing their participants on a code for participation (link to papers e.g. Cortese and Zeller, background here on social VR and issues of Griefers etc). This project responds to these issues, through enhancing the embodied agency of the participant.respond to these ethical issues and the vulnerability of participants VR and explore ways to offer ‘grounds' for participation and interaction which are rooted in the body and in care and in an aim to make online spaces more accessible for ‘all bodies’The way in which the body reveals itself – as a colour, sound created by movement or breath, or by revealing some but not all of the body – would communicate a specific intention. use non-visual channels such as sound, and the use of wearable biosensing technology which can inform the breath, movement, emg, galvanic skin response and temperature of the participant to further convey intention. �We also want to  We are keen to support participants’ embodied agency in the spaces of social VR, through finding routes into the body that are not situated in the visual domain and how these might form the basis of ‘avatar’ exploration. The relationship between the body and the surrounding environment is also an area of investigation for this project, in the ways in which the body can affect and be affected by the surroundings, and how these ‘affects’ can be not just seen but sounded and felt.�This project is critical for our times, encouraging radically new ways to access and inhabit VR, through sound, movement & sensing. Developing an embodied and somatic agency in a relationship with technology can support us to always live 'in relation' to each other and to our environment. The paramount reliance on the 'visual' in human perception is further dominated by technologies such as VR, & this work encourages us to attend to the other, less dominant, senses such as sound and the interoceptive senses such as proprioception and touch, in these immersive and visual spaces. Through performance and installation experiences, the project has the potential to open up conversations around body, embodiment, empathy, and social connection in digital spaces. �



The Touch 
Diaries 
(2015)

The Lockdown 
Diaries 
(2020)
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Finally - as well as this work developing and remodelling Soma over the coming year - my most recent work is a participatory binaural performance called The Lockdown Diaries (working title) - which explores the relationship between touch and sound and offers participants an exploration into interior, direct, proximal and environmental touch through a binaurally captured narrative. �The work is drawn from previous project TTD (2015) - which explored the role and value of touch in peoples lives. The project has been re-imagined in this time of Covid19 and was developed during the 2020 lockdown. It is a collaboration with Professor Carey Jewitt who heads up the Digital In-Touch Lab at UCL and SWM and brings together a binaural sound technologist, a playwright, and an actor in the development of this prototype experience of lockdown.NotesTTD (2015)�I gathered material from a wide range of groups including older people, patients on a hospital dementia ward, a youth theatre group and intergenerational/family groups through movement workshopsand 30 people took place in a diary study which mapped physical contact over a period of seven-days, in this touch was categorised and I asked questions such as where did the touch take place, how long for and what was the quality of the touch like resulted in a live performance and film work�key themes that came up across all the workshops and in the diaries werethe sense of an absence of touch in the lives of the participants, and in the lives of their families and the communities around themBut in this absence, there was a presence of touch, the experience of a tactilityIn a couple of different waysThe sense of absence of touch brought with it a feeling of tactility and of presence of that The act of remembering or imagining touch brought tactile sensationsAnd there was one lady in particular who did not receive any touch over the week of her diary and listed her smiles in place of physical touch, she had expanded her sense of touch and of being touched through the space between her and anotherTLD (2021) 4 touch realmsThis extending of our awareness – to our coronospheresThe sense of touch – of being touched and of touching beyond the skinaligns with the experiences of an expanded sense of touch that had come up in TTD back in 2015Of the sense of touchThrough a smileThrough a memory or the imaginationThrough a virtual environment mediated by technologyI am now re-developing the Touch diaries for these times The Lockdown Touch Diaries (2020)working with SWM and UCL / InTouch project / lab, 3 dancers and creative sound technologist ABI am reimagining TTD for this time, a time in which physical contact is restrictedI am remaining touch in this expanded realm - as a felt sensing�Extra notesThe project brings together dance artists, arts and social science researchers and creative technologists to create audio-visual diaries around the theme of ‘expanded touch in lockdown environments’ – to map and document experiences of touch over the period of Covid19 restrictions around physical distancing and avoidance of physical contact. The project will explore the changing nature of our relations toward each other through negotiations of physically distanced moments of exchange and the use of digital technologies; and toward our surroundings – of home and in the local outdoors. The project will interrogate touch through digital sound and touch as sound, and the methodological potentials of working across dance and social science for understanding touch and its digital futures.�The Lockdown Touch Diaries project interrogates if and how our relationship to touch is changingengages with what the future embodiment of this time might come to look and feel likeHow might we remain open at this time of no-touch, an opening outward, a ‘reaching toward’ in our relations to each other and to the environment? What might it mean to inwardly contract? Might we, when it is time to touch and to come close again, find ourselves tightly held, need routes to unravel?�gathering materials - written, drawn, movement scores, and video recordings, to explore what ‘touch-strategies’ are being adopted in the absence of physical contact including, how we might give or receive a hug or a handshake through the screen or the air between people, and how our environments ‘touch’ us.�4 touch realmsinterior realm of touch, within the bodydirect touch, physical contact - to the ground to objects to othersfelt relations of proximity, how this can be felt / mediated through the screen / technology being close, personal, social, distant how these proximal relations feel different the air between us is not empty  environmental - how the environment holds and touches us - the weather, the ground�The project has two phases. The first ‘seed’ phase supported by Studio Wayne McGregor, will develop and share material from the diaries to create online experiences and discussions. The second phase of the project will develop the diary materials into a set of immersive experiences.�develop into binaural immersive participatory sound experiencelive dialogues between dancer and participant exploring  venturing into these realms imagination relationship between sound and touch - how?The Encounter��



Links to projects, collaborators 
and partners:

https://soma-project.co.uk/

https://in-touch-
digital.com/the-lockdown-
touch-diaries/

https://in-body.co.uk

Thank-you
lisamay.thomas@mac.com
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To give you some links for further info about the projects, my collaborators on them and the supporters and funders involved.

https://soma-project.co.uk/
https://in-touch-digital.com/the-lockdown-touch-diaries/
https://in-body.co.uk/
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